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Abstract
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is involved in complex planning, learning, memory, attention and integrates sensory information. It was reported that the PFC was dysfunctional in attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Methylphenidate (MPD), a drug often prescribed for the treatment
of ADHD, has potential for abuse and misuse. Most MPD studies were completed in adult subjects;
however, most users were adolescents. The objective of this study was to investigate the acute and
chronic dose response characteristics of MPD on PFC neuronal activity recorded in freely behaving
adolescent rats. Four groups of animals were used: saline (control), 0.6, 2.5, and 10 mg/kg MPD.
Acute MPD elicited a dose response increase in animals’ locomotor activity. Rechallenge with MPD
at experimental day (ED10) when compared to the effect of MPD at ED1 showed no significant differences. When the animals were divided into two groups based on their individual responses to
chronic MPD exposure, some animals expressed behavioral tolerance and some expressed behavioral sensitization. Electrophysiologically, a dose response characteristic for acute and chronic
MPD exposure was observed. With increasing MPD doses, more PFC units responded by changing
their firing rate. Moreover, the neuronal responses to chronic MPD recorded from animals expressing behavioral tolerance were significantly different compared to the neuronal population
responses recorded from animals expressing behavioral sensitization. The majority of the PFC
units recorded from animals expressing behavioral tolerance responded to MPD predominately
by decreasing their firing rates, whereas PFC units recorded from behaviorally sensitized animals
mainly showed an increase in their firing rates.
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1. Introduction

The PFC is involved in those characteristics that distinguish humans from other animals, such as self-awareness,
the capacity for complex planning, problem solving, learning and memory. The PFC uses working memory to
guide behavior and attention. It has interconnections with different cortical diencephalic and brain stem structures. The PFC integrates sensory information from both the outside world and the body. The PFC is reported to
have an important role in cognitive performance and attention [1]-[4]. MPD is used to treat ADHD patients as a
cognitive enhancer [5] [6]. MPD exerts its effects on the DA system, and the PFC is comprised of largely DA
receptors [7] [8]. Thus, for this study, the PFC was chosen as the area of interest because of its importance in
cognition processes, working memory, and attention [1]-[4]. Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is
one of the most common behavioral problems in children, with studies from the globe around citing a prevalence rate anywhere from 1.7% to as high as 16% depending on regional methods of diagnosis [9]-[12]. Methylphenidate (MPD), a psychostimulant synthesized over fifty years ago, has become the drug of choice for
treating ADHD in more than 90% of patients in the United States [2] [12]. From 1990 to 1995 alone, there was a
2.5-fold increase in MPD usage in children [12] [13]. And it is estimated that 8.7% of US children meet the criteria for ADHD diagnosis [14].
With such a high rate of prescription and potential misuse and abuse of MPD by adolescents and young adults
[15], it is essential to study how acute and chronic MPD treatment can affect these age groups in animal models.
The developing brain undergoes profound rearrangement of its morphology and function, including changes in
synaptic and receptor density [16], as well as changes in the density of dopamine (DA), norepinephrine (NE),
and 5-HT transporters during adolescence [17] [18]. The neuronal response to MPD in the young individual is
likely to be different from the adult response, particularly in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), a brain structure that
does not fully develop until adulthood [18]-[20]. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that drug efficacy will be different in children and adolescents, compared to adults.
MPD and cocaine both have the ability to bind to DA transporters (DAT) and thus preventing the reuptake of
dopamine from the synaptic cleft back to the presynaptic terminals; thus prolonging the action of DA in the
synaptic cleft [21]. There are several studies that report the differentiated effects of MPD on adolescent compared to adult brains [19] [22]-[27]. For example, DAT density in the striatum of rats that were treated with
MPD in childhood and adolescence was lower than in rats which began treatment as young adults [26]. MPD
has been shown to produce an age and dose dependent increase in extracellular DA and NE levels [24]. In adolescent rats treated with MPD, the extracellular DA levels were higher than those in treated adults [27]. Basal
firing rate and bursting activity of DA ventral tegmental area (VTA) neuronal activity in adolescents also differed from those recorded in adult rats [22]. Experiments using FMRI have shown drastically different responses
to MPD exposure between adult and adolescent rats in the PFC, nucleus accumbens, and hippocampus [23]. In
previous experiments using adult animals, the same chronic MPD dose of 0.6, 2.5, and 10 mg/kg in some animals elicited behavioral sensitization and in others elicited behavioral tolerance [28]-[31]. We hypothesize that:
1) the same acute MPD dose will elicit behavioral sensitization in some adolescent animals and behavioral tolerance in other adolescent animals and 2) PFC units recorded following chronic MPD exposure in animals expressing behavioral tolerance will respond differently from PFC units recorded from animals expressing behavioral sensitization. Therefore, the objective of this experiment is to study the acute and chronic dose response
characteristics of MPD on PFC neuronal activity simultaneously with animal behavior in adolescent rats and to
evaluate the neuronal activity data based on animal behavioral responses. PFC units recorded from animals expressing behavioral sensitization to repetitive (chronic) MPD exposure were evaluated separately from the PFC
neuronal activity recorded from animals that did not express behavioral sensitization (i.e. tolerance).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects
One hundred and thirty adolescent male Sprague-Dawley rats at a post-natal age of 30 - 32 days, weighing 50 60 g were purchased from Harlan Laboratories (Indianapolis, IN, USA). They were individually housed in single Plexiglass cages that served as both their home and test cage, with an ambient room temperature of 21˚C ±
2˚C and a relative humidity of 58% - 62%, and allowed to acclimate for 3 - 5 days prior to electrode implantation. The room was lit on a 12:12 hour light/dark schedule, beginning with the light on at 06:00 am. Food and
water was provided to the rats ad libitum. The concomitant behavioral and neuronal recording began on post-
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natal day 40 (P-40) and lasted for 10 days until P-50; this age range has been determined to correlate with human adolescence by several investigators [32]-[36]. All experiments conducted were approved by the institutional Animal Welfare Committee and complied with NIH guidelines.

2.2. Electrode Implantation
Animals were anesthetized with 30 mg/kg i.p. pentobarbital, the head was shaved, and then the animal was
placed into a stereotaxic instrument. The skin, connective tissue, and muscle was retracted from the skull, and
bilateral holes were drilled into the skull above the prefrontal cortex (PFC) 9.0 mm anterior to the lambda and
0.6mm lateral to the midline [37]. The electrodes were two twisted 60 µ in diameter, Nickel-Chromium diamel
wire teflon-coated except for the tips (80 mΩ each). Each of the twisted electrodes (i.e., total 4 recording electrodes) was inserted 2.8 mm below the skull, aiming for PFC, also known as region 3 or the cingulate cortex
[37]. While the electrodes were being inserted, neuronal unit activity was monitored using a Grass P-511 amplifier and its cathode follower. If no adequate spikes were found at the initial location of the electrode, the electrode was moved down in 5 micron increments until at least a 3:1 signal to noise ratio spikes was obtained. Once
a position with favorable neuronal activity was found, the electrode was fixed in place with dental cement. The
second twisted electrode was implanted similarly [38]-[42]. The four electrode leads with their pins were then
inserted into an amphenol plug, and the plug was anchored onto the skull with dental cement. The rats were then
allowed to recover for 4 - 6 days and were placed into the electrophysiological and the behavioral experimental
system for 2 hours adaptation each day while in their homecage. A Triangle Biosystems Inc. (TBI) Durham, NC
head stage transmitter (weight less than 5 g) was connected to the head plug to allow acclimation to the experimental environment and the equipment used.

2.3. Drug
Methylphenidate hydrochloride (MPD) was donated by Mallinckrodt Inc. (St. Louis, MO, USA). MPD was dissolved in a 0.9% isotonic saline solution, and dosages were calculated as free base. The MPD dosages of 0.6,
2.5, and 10 mg/kg were chosen based on experimental dose responses from prior studies in which these MPD
doses produced behavioral sensitization and/or tolerance [43]-[50]. All injections, including the control group,
were equalized to 0.8 cc using 0.9% saline so that all animals would receive intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections of
equal volume.

2.4. Experimental Protocol
The rats were randomly assigned to one of the following four groups: saline (control) or 0.6, 2.5, or 10 mg/kg
MPD. The experiment spanned for 10 consecutive days, and all the recordings, both behavioral and electrophysiological, were done simultaneously in the animal's home cage. The home cage was used as the testing cage to
eliminate the environment contribution of the drug effects, such as novel conditions. This arrangement allowed
the interpretation that any change from baseline activity was related to the MPD effect [51]. On the morning of
experimental day one (ED1), before the first recording session, the rats were acclimated again to the system for
about 30 minutes. During these 30 minutes, the electrophysiological activity was monitored and used to set the
recording software parameters to capture the electrical activity and prepare the injection solutions of both the saline and the MPD. The rats then received a 0.8cc saline injection immediately followed by a 60 minute recording session to gather baseline neuronal and behavioral activity. The rats were then injected with either saline (i.e.
the control group) or MPD according to their dosage group, and recording was resumed for an additional 60
minutes (Table 1). From ED2 - ED6, the rats were injected daily with the amount of saline or MPD as previously assigned on ED1 in their home cage. ED7 - ED9 was a washout period, during which no injections were
given to the rats. On ED10, the same procedure as on ED1 was completed again, with saline injections to record
neuronal and behavior baseline activity for an hour followed by either saline or MPD injections and recordings
for an additional hour post injection (Table 1). This experimental design was based on our prior studies [7] [8]
[29]-[31] [39] [42] [43] [45] [48]-[50].

2.5. Behavioral Apparatus
A computerized animal activity system (Accuscan Instruments Inc., Columbus, OH) was used to gather the
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Table 1. Experimental protocol.
Experimental Day

1

2-6

7-9

10

Treatment Group
Saline (N = 14)

saline/saline

saline

washout

saline/saline

0.6 mg/kg (N = 36)

saline/0.6 mg/kg

0.6 mg/kg

washout

saline/0.6 mg/kg

2.5 mg/kg (N = 39)

saline/2.5 mg/kg

2.5 mg/kg

washout

saline/2.5 mg/kg

10.0 mg/kg (N = 41)

saline/10.0 mg/kg

10.0 mg/kg

washout

saline/10.0 mg/kg

locomotor behavioral data. The clear acrylic home cages (40.5 × 40.5 × 31.5 cm) of the animals fit into the behavioral system and therefore allowed recording to take place within the home cage of the rat. The open field
system consists of two parallel arrays of 16 infrared beams with sensors 2.5 cm apart located 5 cm above the
cage floor. Every 100 Hz, the program checked for beam interruption. Beam interruptions over each 10 minute
period were summed to one bin by the OASIS data collection software. The OASIS program organized the
beam interruptions into several different locomotor movement indices: horizontal activity (HA) which recorded
the overall locomotor activity, and number of stereotypic movements (NOS) which counts the number of repetitive episodes with at least a one second interval [45]. Counts were compiled every 10 minutes during the 60
minute recording sessions described above after saline injection and following drug exposure for ED1 and ED10
and downloaded to a PC. The behavioral data was evaluated first to determine which individual animals exhibited behavioral sensitization or tolerance, and the electrophysiological unit data was statistically evaluated
based on these behavioral results.

2.6. Behavioral Data Analysis
Six bins of data resulting from each sixty minute recording session were used to analyze the data for each animal.
Three comparisons were made with this data. The first comparison was the recordings obtained at ED1 post initial MPD exposure vs the recordings collected after saline baseline injections to determine the acute effect of the
treatment. The second comparison involved the baseline activity of ED10 vs baseline activity recorded at ED1 to
examine whether the repetitive (chronic) six saline or MPD daily injections and three washout days modulated
the baseline activity at ED10. The third comparison analyzed activity following the rechallenge of MPD at
ED10 vs the MPD given at ED1 (Table 1) to determine if sensitization or tolerance had occurred over the course
of the experiment. The critical ratio (C.R.) test was used to determine the effect of the treatment in animals’ behaviors
C.R. =( E − C ) ( E + C ) ± 1.96 =P < 0.05 , (C = control activity, E = treatment activity) [7] [8] [29] [30] [39]
[40]. Behavioral sensitization is defined as a significant acceleration of locomotor activity following repetitive
(chronic) drug exposure at ED10 when compared to the initial MPD exposure at ED1. Behavioral tolerance is
defined as the chronic effect of the drug having no significant effect or significantly less effect on the locomotor
activity as compared to the initial effects. These rats were summed into two “subgroups” and each was analyzed
again as a subgroup using a two way analysis of variance (ANOVA: treatment days and drug doses). Any statistical significance was determined with the Turkey LSD methods. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05 for
all comparisons.

2.7. Electrophysiological Data
2.7.1. Data Acquisition
The home cage with the rat was placed into a Faraday testing box to lessen noise during the recording. The TBI
head stage was connected to the rat head cup containing the electrode pins that sent the electrical signals at sampling rates up to 200 kHz through a transmitter to a receiver that connected to a Cambridge Electronic Design
(CED) analog-to-digital converter (Micro1401-3) that digitized the data and transferred them to a PC to be
stored. Spike 2.7 CED software was then used off-line to inspect and to sort for individual spikes based on their
amplitudes and waveforms.
2.7.2. Spike Sorting
Spike 2.7 software fixed template matching system (FTMS; Cambridge Electronics Design-CED) was used of-
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fline for spike sorting. The program algorithm captured the raw recording using low and high pass filters (0.3 - 3
kHz) to process them, as well as two window discriminator levels set for positive-going spikes and for negative-going spikes. Those spikes with amplitudes outside the window discriminators were discarded. The selected
captured PFC spike was defined by using 1000 waveform data points, and templates were created from this selected spike. The Spike 2.7 software algorithm for capturing a spike allowed for the extraction of templates to be
used for sorting the selected spike amplitude and pattern despite noise influences, false threshold crossing, and
waveform overlap. All time-displaced templates are compared with the selected spike event to find the template
that best results in the minimum residue variance. Then a template-matching procedure occurs, and when the
distance between the template and waveform is over a threshold of 80%, the waveforms are rejected. Therefore
spike sorting accuracy is about 95% for the reconstructed data. The criteria to sort spikes in ED1 and ED10 from
a particular electrode of the same animal was identical, however, it is impossible to guarantee that the recording
is from the same unit.

2.8. Electrophysiological Data Analysis
After the fixed template matching system sorted the neuronal activity, the Spike 2.7 software (CED) summed
the accepted total number of spike and calculated the sorted spikes’ firing rates (spikes/sec) for both the baseline
recording and for the activity post-MPD administration at ED1 and ED10. The firing rates were then put on a
spread sheet with information regarding the rat’s number, experimental day, dosage of MPD given, and channel
(to distinguish between the electrodes) and a temporal firing rate graph was produced. The sum of each 60
minute segment firing rate was used to calculate the effect of the treatment and the same three comparisons
listed in the behavioral data analysis were used. Several methods were used to determine whether the MPD elicited significant effects on PFC neuronal activity as follows: the mean activity after treatment needed to be at
least two standard errors (S.E.) different from the control mean firing rate. Firing rates were evaluated also for
normality assumptions to determine parametric or nonparametric methods. To evaluate differences between the
above comparisons, the firing rates were determined not to hold normality assumptions so the treatment effect
on firing rates were assessed using the critical ratio (C.R.) test.
C.R. =( E − C ) ( E + C ) ± 1.96 =P < 0.05 (C = control, E = activity after treatment). C.R. test values more
than 1.96 indicated that the treatment elicited significant increase in activity, while C.R. values more than −1.96
indicated that the treatment elicited significant attenuation in the neuronal activity [7] [8] [29]-[31] [38] [39]
[41]. In the first comparison using the C.R. equation, the ED1 baseline activity was the control (C) and the initial
(acute) response (R) following MPD exposure was R. In the second comparison, the ED1 baseline was C and
the ED10 baseline R. In the third comparison, the initial response to MPD of ED1 was C and the data following
MPD rechallenge at ED10 was R in the equation. In addition a log linear model using a likelihood ratio statistic
(x2) (with chi-square distribution) was used to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the neuronal populations recorded from either 0.6, or 2.5, or 10.0 mg/kg MPD doses for animals expressing behavioral sensitization compared to the same dose for the animals exhibiting behavioral tolerance. P-values
of <0.05 obtained from the log linear model were considered significant.

2.9. Histological Verification of Electrode Placement
After the recording was concluded on ED10, rats were anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital,
and the animals were transcardially perfused with 10% formalin solution containing 3% potassium ferrocyanide.
A 2 mA DC current was passed through the electrode pin for 20 seconds to form a lesion. The brain was then
removed and stored in 10% formalin solution. Electrode placement was verified in cresylviolet stained coronal
sections that were 60 microns thick. Using the Sherwood and Timiras, A Stereotaxic Atlas of the Developing
Rat Brain (1970), the position of the electrode tips was mapped out by matching the locations of the lesion and
prussian blue spot (Figure 1). Only recordings from animals that had their electrodes verified to be in the PFC
and exhibited the same spike amplitude and pattern at ED1 and ED10 were included in the study.

3. Results
3.1. Behavioral Data
One hundred and thirty animals were used. 14, 36, 39 and 41 were treated with saline, 0.6, 2.5, and 10.0 mg/kg
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Figure 1. Histological reconstruction of the electrode tip placement
in the PFC. The black dots represent the electrode tips.

MPD respectively. The locomotor activity following the 2nd saline injection on experimental day 1 (ED1) compared to the locomotor activity after the 1st saline injection (N = 14 animals) produced minute non-significant
fluctuation between the recording session. The activity at ED10 after each saline injection was similar to the activity after saline injection at ED1. Similar observations recorded for 42 days (N = 8) were reported previously
[52]. Thus we assume that the methods used had no effects on the behavior of the animals and that the data after
saline injection on ED1 can be used as a control in the MPD experimental groups to evaluate the drug effects.
The behavioral data for the experimental groups is displayed in Figure 2. Figure 2(Aa) summarizes the data
obtained from all the animals (N = 36) that received injections of 0.6 mg/kg MPD, and no significant change
was found after either acute or chronic exposure to MPD using the ANOVA for the group.
Figure 2(Ab) summarizes the data from those animals (N = 22) that were individually evaluated and each exhibiting significant (P < 0.05) increases in locomotion at ED10 post-MPD exposure compared to post-MPD exposure on ED1 (i.e. they exhibited behavioral sensitization). The acute effect of 0.6 mg/kg MPD using the
ANOVA failed to show significant modulations of the locomotor activity. The ED10 baseline activity after six
daily MPD injections and three washout days remained the same as compared to ED1 baseline activity. MPD
exposure at ED10 elicits in this group of animals significant (P < 0.05) elevation in their locomotor activity
compared to ED1 post MPD exposure (Figure 2(Ab)).
The 14 animals that exhibited tolerance when individually evaluated were grouped together in Figure 2(Ac),
As a group, they showed significant (P < 0.05) changes following acute MPD exposure, while their baseline activity at ED10 compared to ED1 baseline was about the same. The activity following MPD exposure at ED10
was compared to that of ED1 post MPD exposure exhibit significant (P < 0.05) attenuation effect on locomotion,
as a group using ANOVA.
All of the animals (N = 39) that received 2.5 mg/kg MPD are presented in Figure 2(Ba) and exhibited significant (P < 0.05) alteration in their HA following acute MPD exposure. The ED10 baseline activity compared to
ED1 baseline activity and the activity following rechallenge of 2.5 mg/kg MPD exposure at ED10 compared to
the effect of 2.5 mg/kg MPD at ED1 exhibited no significant changes.
The individual animals that each exhibited behavioral sensitization (N = 30) were summed as a group (Figure
2(Bb)), and showed significant (P < 0.05) increases in locomotion following acute 2.5 mg/kg MPD exposure
and their baseline activity at ED10 after six daily MPD administrations and three washout days exhibit sig
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Figure 2. The figure summarizes the dose responses (0.6, 2.5, and 10.0 mg/kg) effect of methylphenidate (MPD) on horizontal activity count. In (A), (B) and (C) are the data following 0.6, 2.5, and 10.0 MPD respectively. Under (A), (B) and
(C) are the data of all the animals (All), of animals expressing behavioral sensitization (sensitized) and of animals expressing behavioral tolerance (tolerant) respectively. The numbers under the column (x-axis) summarizes the following
comparisons 1 = experimental day (ED1) baseline; 2 = ED1 activity post acute MPD exposure; 3 = ED1 baseline activity;
4 = ED10 baseline activity; 5 = ED1 activity post acute MPD exposure and 6 = ED10 activity post MPD rechallenge.
*
indicates significant different comparing the initial effect of MPD at ED1 to ED1 baseline; Δindicates significant differences comparing the ED10 baseline after six daily injections and three washout days to ED1 baseline, and ∆-indicates
significant differences between the chronic effect of MPD given at ED10 compared to that observed at ED1 following the
MPD initial effect. Significance was set at P < 0.05.

nificant (P < 0.05) increases in their ED10 baseline activity compared to ED1 baseline activity. MPD rechallenge at ED10 elicited significant (P < 0.05) further increases in locomotor behavior compared to the initial
MPD effect at ED1 (Figure 2(Bb)).
The individual animals that exhibited behavioral tolerance after 2.5 mg/kg MPD exposure (N = 9) were summarized in Figure 2(Bc) they showed significant (P < 0.05) increases in their locomotor activity to acute MPD
exposure but no significant change in their ED10 baseline locomotor activity compared to ED1 baseline locomotor activity. A rechallenge of MPD at ED10 compared to the initial MPD effects at ED1, these animals exhibited significant (P < 0.05) decreases in locomotor activity (Figure 2(Bc)).
All of the animals that were exposed to 10 mg/kg MPD are presented in Figure 2(Da). This group (N = 41)
showed a significant (P < 0.05) increase in locomotor behavior following acute MPD exposure. The baseline activity at ED10 compared to baseline activity at ED1 was significantly (P < 0.05) elevated. MPD rechallenge at
ED10 compared to MPD acute effect was not significantly elevated (Figure 2(Da)).
The individual animals that each exhibited behavioral sensitization are presented as a group in Figure 2(Db)
(N = 21). This group exhibits significant (P < 0.05) increases in locomotor activity following acute MPD exposure and significant increases in their ED10 baseline locomotor activity compared to ED1 baseline. MPD rechallenge at ED10 elicits further significant (P < 0.05) increases compared to MPD effects at ED1 (Figure
2(Cb)).
The individual animals that exhibited behavioral tolerance following 10.0 mg/kg MPD exposure are shown as
a group in Figure 2(Dc) (N = 20). This group showed significant (P < 0.05) increases in locomotor activity following acute MPD exposure, as well as a significant increase in baseline locomotor activity of ED10 compared
to ED1 baseline. After rechallenge of 10.0 mg/kg MPD at ED10, these animals exhibited a significant (P < 0.05)
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decrease in their locomotor activity, compared to the activity following the initial 10.0 mg/kg MPD given at
ED1 (Figure 2(Cc)). Similar observations with some not significant fluctuations were observed for the stereotypic movements.
The objective of analyzing the behavioral recording for each animal was to determine which animal expressed
behavioral sensitization or tolerance by comparing their locomotor activity on ED10 post-MPD treatment to the
locomotor activity on ED1 after the initial MPD exposure.

3.2. Neurophysiological Results
Four hundred and fifty-nine PFC units from 385 electrodes both histologically identified as being in the PFC and
exhibiting similar spike amplitude and pattern at ED1 and ED10 were evaluated. Forty five, 147, 165, and 102
PFC units were recorded following saline, 0.6, 2.5, and 10.0 mg/kg i.p. MPD respectively.
3.2.1. Effects of Saline on PFC Units
Forty-five PFC units were recorded from the control group i.e., following saline injection at ED1 and ED10. At
ED1, saline injection elicited increased activity to two (4%) PFC units and decreased activity to three (7%) PFC
units, in 40/45 (89%) of the PFC units saline failed to alter their neuronal firing rates. The baseline activity of
96% (43/45) of the PFC units at ED10 after six consecutive daily saline injection and three washout days remained the same as recorded at ED1. Saline rechallenge injection at ED10 compared to activity post saline injection at ED1 or at ED10 failed to alter the PFC neuronal activity in 91% (41/45) of the units (Table 2(A), saline). In short, similar firing patterns were recorded for all instances after saline administration with minor non
significant fluctuation, suggesting that the methodology of the experiment itself did not alter significantly the
firing rate of the PFC neuronal activity. Thus any significant changes in firing rate following MPD exposure
Table 2. The table summarizes the prefrontal cortex (PFC) unit responses to acute (day 1) and chronic (Day 10) of MPD
exposure. Under doses-the MPD dose; under N-the number of PFC units recorded in each of the groups. Under acute-Day 1
is the number of PFC units responding to the initial (acute) treatment versus baseline by decreasing (↓) or increase (↑) or no
effects (≠) and their % response from the PFC neuronal population following the treatment in brackets. Under baseline day
10 are the statistical calculations of the baseline activity at experimental (ED) 10 after six daily treatments and three washout
days compared to ED1 baseline neuronal activity. Under chronic-Day 10 is the effect of MPD rechallenge at ED10 compared
to that obtained at ED1 following MPD exposure.
A. Units recorded from all animals
Dose:
saline

Acute Day 1
N
45

↑
2

(4%)

3

Baseline Day 10

↓

≠

(7%)

40 (89%)

↑
0

(0%)

2

Rechallenge Day 10

↓

≠

↑

(4%)

43 (96%) 1

(2%)

3

↓

≠

(7%)

41 (91%)

0.6 mg/kg MPD

147

32 (20%) 21 (14%) 94 (64%)

31

(21%) 31 (21%) 85 (58%) 52 (36%) 18 (12%) 77 (52%)

2.5 mg/kg MPD

165

69 (42%) 35 (21%) 61 (37%)

82

(50%) 23 (14%) 60 (86%) 93 (56%) 22 (13%) 50 (31%)

10.0 mg/kg MPD

102

61 (60%) 18 (18%) 23 (22%)

69

(68%) 16 (17%) 17 (15%) 63 (62%) 20 (20%) 19 (18%)

B. Units recorded from behaviorally sensitized animals
Dose:

N

0.6 mg/kg MPD

62

2.5 mg/kg MPD
10.0 mg/kg MPD

Acute Day 1
↑

↓

Baseline Day 10
≠

↑

Rechallenge Day 10

↓

≠

↑

↓

≠

20 (32%) 19 (31%) 23 (37%)

37

(60%) 14 (23%) 11 (17%) 14 (23%) 38 (61%) 10 (16%)

103

16 (16%) 52 (50%) 35 (34%)

24

(23%) 53 (52%) 26 (25%) 22 (21%) 71 (69%) 10 (10%)

74

15 (20%) 47 (64%) 12 (16%)

8 (11%)

5

61 (82%)

(7%)

10 (13%) 53 (72%) 11 (15%)

C. Units recorded from behaviorally tolerant animals
Acute Day 1
↑

0.6 mg/kg MPD

85

8

17 (20%) 60 (71%)

6

(7%) 13 (15%) 66 (78%) 19 (22%) 4

(5%)

62 (73%)

2.5 mg/kg MPD

62

25 (40%) 14 (23%) 23 (37%)

33

(53%) 6 (10%)

23 (37%) 39 (63%)

6 (10%)

17 (27%)

10.0 mg/kg MPD

28

15 (54%)

15

(54%) 7 (25%)

6 (21%) 15 (54%)

5 (18%)

8 (28%)

9 (32%)

≠

↑

4 (14%)

131

↓

Rechallenge Day 10

N

(9%)

↓

Baseline Day 10

Dose:

≠

↑

↓

≠
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compared to saline can be considered as being due to the effect of the drug.

3.2.2. Effect of 0.6 mg/kg MPD on PFC Units Recorded from All the Animals (Table 2(A))
A total of 147 PFC units were recorded following the acute and chronic administration of 0.6 mg/kg MPD. After
acute administration of MPD, only 53/147 (36%) of the PFC units responded significantly (P < 0.05) to the 0.6
mg/kg MPD with a majority of the responsive units 60% (32/53) increasing in their firing rate (Table 2(A)
Acute and Figure 3).
When the baseline neuronal activity of ED10 was compared to the baseline recorded on ED1 (Figure 4),
62/147 (42%) of the PFC units exhibited a significant change in their baseline activity as a result of six daily 0.6
mg/kg MPD injections and three washout days. Of these units, half of them exhibited an increase (Figure 4(A))
and the other half exhibited a decrease in their baseline neuronal activity (Table 2(A) Baseline and Figure
4(B)).
Following MPD rechallenge on ED10, 70/147 (48%) units modulated (responded) significantly (P < 0.05)
their firing rate, with 52/70 (74%) of the responding PFC units exhibiting an increase in their activity (Table
2(A) Rechallenge and Figure 5) at ED10 compared to the activity following MPD at ED1.
3.2.3. PFC Unit Activity Recorded from Animals Exhibiting Behavioral Sensitization in Response to
Chronic 0.6 mg/kg MPD (Table 2(B))
From the 147 PFC units recorded, 62 were from rats that exhibited behavioral sensitization in response to chronic
0.6 mg/kg MPD (Table 2(B)). After acute administration of 0.6 mg/kg MPD on ED1, 39 of the 62 units (63%) responded significantly (P < 0.05) by changing their firing rates, with half showing significantly (P < 0.05) increased
activity and the other half with significantly (P < 0.05) decreased activity (Table 2(B) Acute day 1).
When the baseline activity of ED10 was compared with ED1 baseline activity, 51/62 PFC units (82%) demonstrated a significant (P < 0.05) change in their baseline activity, with 37/51 (73%) showing a significant (P <

Figure 3. Representative sequential frequency histogram of one prefrontal
cortex (PFC) unit before (baseline BL ED1) and following acute 0.6 mg/kg
MPD (MPD ED1). Arrow indicates the time of MPD injection. Above each
histogram is the total number of spikes/60 min. In A-PFC units responded to
MPD by increase in their firing rates.
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Figure 4. Representative sequential histogram of two PFC units comparing the baseline (BL) activity at ED10 (BL ED10)
after six daily 0.6 mg/kg MPD and three washout days with the baseline activity obtained at ED1 (BL ED1). Above each
histogram are superimposed 50 spikes aiming to show that the spike amplitude and pattern activity analyzing at ED1 was the
same at ED10. The numbers under the spike shapes are the total number of spikes/60 minutes. In A are PFC units that exhibit
increases in ED10 BL compared to ED1 BL. In B are the PFC units that exhibit decreases in ED10 BL compared to ED1 BL.

Figure 5. Representative sequential frequency histograms of one PFC units before (ED1 BL), after acute MPD (MPD ED1)
and after rechallenge 0.6 mg/kg MPD at ED10 (MPD ED10). The figure shows acute MPD elicits a decrease in firing rates
and MPD rechallenge at ED10 elicits an increase in firing rates when compared to the initial effect of MPD at ED1 (i.e. electrophysiological sensitization).
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0.05) decrease in their baseline activity after six daily 0.6 mg/kg MPD injections and three washout days (Table
2(B) Baseline ED10).
After 0.6 mg/kg MPD rechallenge on ED10 compared to activity post-MPD at ED1, 52/62 (84%) units responded by significantly (P < 0.05) changing their firing rate, with 38/52 (73%) exhibiting a significant (P <
0.05) increase in their firing rates at ED10 compared to ED1 post 0.6 mg/kg MPD exposure (Table 2(B) Rechallenge day 10).

3.2.4. PFC Unit Activity Recorded from Animals Exhibiting Behavioral Tolerance in Response to
Chronic 0.6 mg/kg MPD (Table 2(C))
From the 147 PFC units recorded, 85 units were recorded from the animals that exhibited behavioral tolerance to
chronic 0.6 mg/kg MPD. From these 85 units (Table 2(C)) only 25 (29%) units responded significantly (P <
0.05) to the MPD exposure at ED1. Out of these responding PFC units, the majority 17/25 (68%) showed a significantly responded to the drug by decreasing their firing rates (Table 2(C) Acute day 1).
When comparing the baseline activity of these PFC units on ED10 to that of ED1, 19/85 (22%) units showed
a significant (P < 0.05) change in baseline neuronal activity. Of these 19 PFC units, the majority 13/19 (68%)
showed a significantly decrease in their baseline activity (P < 0.05) (Table 2(C) Baseline day 10).
After the rechallenge with 0.6 mg/kg MPD on ED10, 23/85 (27%) units responded significantly (P < 0.05) by
changing their firing rates, from the responding PFC units 19/23 (83%) showed a significant (P < 0.05) decrease
in neuronal activity at ED10 compared to ED1 activity post-MPD exposure (Table 2(C) Rechallenge day 10).
3.2.5. Effect of 2.5 mg/kg MPD on PFC Units Recorded from All the Animals (Table 2(A))
One hundred and sixty-five PFC units were recorded following acute and chronic 2.5 mg/kg doses of MPD. On
ED1 following acute administration of MPD, 104/165 (63%) of the units responded significantly (P < 0.05) to
acute MPD injection by changing their firing rate with the majority 69/104 (66%) of the responding PFC units
exhibiting significant (P < 0.05) increases in their neuronal firing rate (Table 2(A) Acute day 1).
When comparing the baseline activity on ED10 to the baseline measured on ED1, 105/165 (64%) of PFC
units exhibited significant (P < 0.05) changes in their baseline neuronal activity, and the majority 82/105 (78%)
showing significant (P < 0.05) increases in their baseline neuronal activity (Table 2(A) Baseline).
MPD rechallenge at ED10 with 2.5 mg/kg MPD, significantly (P < 0.05) modified 115/165 (70%) PFC units
with 93/115 (81%) of the responding units showing further significant (P < 0.05) increases in their firing rate
(Table 2(A) Rechallenge) following 2.5 mg/kg MPD rechallenge compared to the effect of MPD on ED1.
3.2.6. PFC Unit Activity Recorded from Animals Exhibiting Behavioral Sensitization in Response to
Chronic 2.5 mg/kg MPD (Table 2(B))
One hundred and three PFC units were recorded from animals that showed behavioral sensitization to chronic
2.5 mg/kg MPD. On ED1, after acute administration of 2.5 mg/kg, 68/103 (66%) of the PFC units responded
significantly (P < 0.05) by changing their firing rate with the majority 52/68 (76%) of the responding PFC units
exhibiting increased firing rates (Table 2(B) Acute day 1).
When the baseline activity of ED10 was compared to ED1 baseline, 77/103 (75%) PFC units showed significant (P < 0.05) changes in their baseline activity, with the majority of the units 53/77 (69%) exhibiting significant (P < 0.05) increases in their baseline firing rates (Table 2(B) Baseline day 10).
MPD rechallenge at ED10 compared to the initial MPD exposure at ED1 significantly (P < 0.05) modified
93/103 (90%) of PFC units, with 71/93 (76%) of the responsive units exhibiting significant (P < 0.05) increases
in their neuronal activity at ED10, compared to ED1 post-MPD exposure (Table 2(B) Rechallenge day 10).
3.2.7. PFC Unit Activity Recorded from Animals Exhibiting Behavioral Tolerance in Response to
Chronic 2.5 mg/kg MPD (Table 2(C))
From the 165 PFC units recorded, 62 units were recorded from animals exhibiting behavioral tolerance to
chronic MPD exposure. On ED1, after acute administration of 2.5 mg/kg MPD, 39/62 (63%) of these PFC units
responded significantly (P < 0.05) to the drug by changing their firing rate, the majority 25/39 (64%) of these
responding PFC units showing an increase in their neuronal activity (Table 2(C) Acute day 1) following acute
MPD exposure.
When the baseline activity of ED10 was compared with ED1 baseline neuronal activity, 39/62 (63%) PFC
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units significantly (P < 0.05) modified their baseline activity with 33/39 (85%) PFC units showing an increase in
their baseline neuronal activity in ED10 compared to ED1 (Table 2(C) Baseline day 10).
MPD 2.5 mg/kg rechallenge at ED10 significantly (P < 0.05) modified 45/62 (73%) of PFC units with 39/45
(87%), exhibiting a decrease in their neuronal activity following rechallenge 2.5 mg/kg MPD exposure (Table
2(C) Rechallenge).
3.2.8. Effect of 10.0 mg/kg MPD on PFC Units Recorded from All the Animals (Table 2(A))
A total of 102 PFC units were recorded following the acute and chronic administration of 10.0 mg/kg MPD. After acute MPD administration, 79/102 (75%) PFC units responded significantly (P < 0.05) to the 10.0 mg/kg
MPD with a majority of the responsive units 61/79 (77%) exhibiting a significant (P < 0.05) an increase in firing
rates (Table 2(A) Acute day 1).
When the baseline neuronal activity of ED10 was compared to the baseline recorded on ED1, 85/102 (83%)
PFC units significantly (P < 0.05) changed their baseline activity. Of these units, a majority of them 69/85 (81%)
displayed significantly (P < 0.05) increase in their neuronal activity (Table 2(A) Baseline day 10).
Following rechallenge with 10.0 mg/kg MPD on ED10, 83/102 (81%) PFC units responded significantly (P <
0.05) by changing their firing rate, and the majority of the responsive units 63/83 (76%) exhibited an increase in
their neuronal activity (Table 2(A) Rechallenge day 10).
3.2.9. PFC Unit Activity Recorded from Animals Exhibiting Behavioral Sensitization in Response to
Chronic 10.0 mg/kg MPD (Table 2(B))
From the 102 PFC units recorded, 74 units were from animals that showed significant signs of behavioral sensitization. On ED1, after acute administration of 10.0 mg/kg, 62/74 (84%) of these PFC units responded significantly (P < 0.05) by changing their firing rates with 47/74 (64%) of the responding units exhibiting significant (P <
0.05) increases in their firing rates (Table 2(B) Acute day1).
When the baseline activity of ED10 was compared to ED1 baseline activity, 69/74 (93%) PFC units significantly (P < 0.05) changed their baseline activity with 61/69 (88%) of these responding units showing significant
(P < 0.05) increases in their firing rates (Table 2(B) Baseline day 10).
After rechallenge with 10.0 mg/kg MPD at ED10, 63/74 (85%) units responded significantly (P < 0.05) to the
drug by changing their firing rate, with 53/63 (84%) of the responsive PFC units exhibiting significant (P <
0.05) increases in their neuronal activity (Table 2(B) Rechallenge day 10).
3.2.10. PFC Unit Activity Recorded from Animals Exhibiting Behavioral Tolerance in Response to
Chronic 10.0 mg/kg MPD (Table 2(C))
Of the 102 PFC units recorded following 10 mg/kg MPD, 28 PFC units were recorded from animals exhibiting
signs of behavioral tolerance. On ED1, after acute administration of 10.0 mg/kg MPD, 24/28 (86%) PFC units
responded significantly (P < 0.05) to the drug, with 15/24 (62%) of the responsive PFC units showing significant (P < 0.05) increases in their neuronal activity (Table 2(C) Acute day 1).
When the baseline activity of ED10 was compared with that of ED1 baseline in the animal group exposed to
10.0 mg/kg MPD, 22/28 (79%) PFC units displayed significant (P < 0.05) changes in their baseline activity with
15/22 (68%) of the responsive PFC units showing significant (P < 0.05) increase in their neuronal activity
(Table 2(C) Baseline day 10).
On ED10, after the 10.0 mg/kg MPD rechallenge, 20/28 (71%) PFC units responded significantly (P < 0.05)
to the drug by changing their firing rate, with 15/20 (75%) of the responsive PFC units exhibiting significant (P <
0.05) decreases in their neuronal activity (Table 2(C) Rechallenge day 10) at ED10 compared to the activity of
ED 1 post MPD exposure.

3.3. Statistical Comparison of Groups
A log linear analysis was used to determine the relationship between dose, behavior, and firing patterns (increase/decrease firing rate post MPD exposure) for each group (0.6, 2.5, and 10.0 mg/kg MPD) with significance set at (P < 0.05). The PFC neuronal population exposed to 0.6 mg/kg MPD recorded from animals that exhibited behavioral tolerance responded to MPD exposure with significance (X2: 4.03 P = 0.04) difference compared to PFC neuronal population recorded from animals exhibiting behavioral sensitization. Moreover, the re-
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sponse ratio between increase/decrease firing rate post chronic MPD exposure of PFC neuronal population recorded from animals that exhibited behavioral sensitization to either 2.5, or 10.0 mg/kg MPD dose showed highly
significantly (X2: 14.38; P = 0.0001), and (X2: 11.81; P = 0.001) different compared to the responses of the PFC
neuronal population recorded from animals that exhibited behavioral tolerance, respectively.

4. Discussion
The PFC plays an important role in the circuitry of the brain involved with working memory, regulating attention, and the ability to suppress irrelevant thoughts [1] [4]. Unfortunately the PFC is potentially abnormal in individuals with ADHD [4]. With an estimated prevalence of 8.7% among US children, ADHD is a common disorder that often persists into adulthood [14] [15]. MPD is highly prescribed to those with ADHD [12] [53], and
thought to be misused by a wide range of individuals both with and without ADHD [54]. In a prior experiment
investigating the effect of acute and chronic 2.5 mg/kg MPD administered to the adult rat, all of the PFC units
following acute MPD exposure exhibited significant changes in their firing rates, with the majority of them exhibiting an increase in activity. After six daily 2.5 mg/kg MPD exposures and three washout days, the baseline
neuronal activity of these rats was recorded again on experimental day 10 (ED10). Significant changes compared to the previous baseline recorded at ED1 were observed [41]. A similar experimental protocol using MPD
dose response protocols (0.6, 2.5, and 10.0 mg/kg MPD) in adolescent rats was used in this study.
Due to developmental changes that take place within the brain over the course of adolescence, such as synaptic morphology, receptor, and spine density changes [17] [18] [20] [55] [56], there is a concern that MPD exposure in adolescents may affect the developing brain during this time. The above study indicated the need to investigate the responses of both normal and ADHD-affected individuals on animal models to acute and chronic
MPD exposure with respect to different age groups. Moreover, the central nervous system in adolescents is in a
developmental state going through the process of increases and decreases in its neutropil such as dendritic
branches, receptor density pruning, and neuronal pathway reorganization [55] [56]. Thus, this study uses adolescent rats since most studies have used adult subjects, while the majority of MPD users are adolescent.
The main findings of this study include the following: 1) the acute dose of 0.6mg/kg MPD in adolescent rats
failed to elicit significant increases in locomotor activity of adolescent SD rats, while eliciting increased locomotion of the adult SD rats [45]-[47]; 2) the acute 2.5, and 10.0 mg/kg MPD elicited increases in the locomotor
activity of the adolescent rats in a dose dependent characteristic. With increasing MPD doses, a further increase
in locomotion was observed; 3) when all the animals were combined into one group, chronic 0.6, 2.5, and 10.0
mg/kg MPD failed to elicit either behavioral tolerance or behavioral sensitization in adolescent rats (Figure
2(Aa)-(Ca)); 4) when the rats were analyzed according to each individual response to chronic MPD the doses of
0.6, 2.5, and 10.0 mg/kg MPD elicited behavioral sensitization in some animals (Figures 2(Ab)-(Cb)) and behavioral tolerance in others (Figures 2(Ab)-(Cb)), thus supporting our first hypothesis; 5) the ED10 baseline activity after six daily MPD exposures and three washout days was significantly modulated, indicating expectation
to get the drug and/or the expression of withdrawal behavior [29] [39]; 6) the PFC neuronal responses to MPD
exposure recorded from animals expressing behavioral sensitization was significantly different from those PFC
neuronal responses to MPD exposure recorded from animals expressing behavioral tolerance, thus supporting
our second hypothesis.
The PFC contains pyramidal glutaminergic neurons, which are primary output neurons, as well as GABAergic non-pyramidal interneurons [57]. Several neurotransmitter systems regulate these PFC neurons, including
GABAergic, dopaminergic, serotonergic, noradrenergic, glutamatergic, cholinergic, and peptidergic afferents.
Each system has varied interactions with PFC neurons that, if altered by either internal or external input, can
produce changes in PFC neuronal activity and animal behavioral activity, as well as potentially induce sensitization or tolerance ([58] Steketee, 2003). In addition, the PFC receives dopaminergic innervation from the VTA
and norandrenergic innervation from the locus coeruleus, which also seems to increase monoamine release
within the PFC (Lewis and Morrison, 1989; [58] Steketee, 2003). Ascending DA neurons synapse onto pyramidal glutamate neurons and GABAergic interneurons ([58] Steketee, 2003). Stimulants such as MPD are
thought to bind mainly to dopamine and norepinephrine transporters and thus increase the available neurotransmitter concentrations that result in increasing the concentrations of DA and NE in the synaptic cleft to act upon
D1, D2, and NE alpha-2A receptors within the PFC [2] [57] [59]-[63] causing activation of PFC neuronal activity and subsequently behavioral modulation. As the drug is metabolized, behavior and neuronal activity return to
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baseline. MPD effects on dopamine and norepinephrine are believed to regulate the activity of the PFC interneurons, as well as glutaminergic efferents to the limbic system, producing its effects on attention span and behavior [2] [64]. There are at least two distinct DA receptor populations in the PFC [21], each with its own distinct profile of activation. Psychostimulants such as MPD binding to D1 DA receptors results will result in excitation and binding to D2 DA receptors will result in attenuation of activity, respectively [62] [65]-[66].
In this study, we proposed the following chain of events following MPD exposure: 1) initially, MPD binds
mainly to dopamine transporters, thereby preventing the reuptake of DA from the synaptic cleft to the presynaptic terminals that resulting in an increase in DA concentration in the synaptic cleft [27] [67]-[68]; 2) the increase
in DA levels results in either increases or decreases in PFC neuronal firing rates, depending on the type of receptors (e.g. D1 or D2 DA receptors) the drug activated; 3) these activations modulate the neuronal baseline activity and the neuronal activity in turn modulates the animal’s behavior; 4) as the acute exposure of MPD is metabolized, DA levels return to predrug levels and both the neuronal activity and behavior return to its baseline.
Following repetitive exposure to MPD, however, the above chain of events is repeated, and this repetitive
(chronic) drug exposure elicits cellular and molecular plasticity, such as alterations in protein synthesis, alteration in receptors and synaptic spine density, as well as neuropil morphology modulation [55] [56] [65] [66]. This
plasticity is the underlying mechanism for the neuronal response (i.e., increase or decrease) to MPD, as well as
whether behavioral sensitization or tolerance will occur.
The above mentioned studies regarding neuroplasticity resulting from repetitive MPD exposure can explain
our neuronal observation, electrodes recording from PFC units with D1 DA receptors and their neutropil was increased [55] [56] following chronic MPD exposure will respond to chronic MPD by further increasing their firing rate as compared to the initial response, while electrodes recording from neurons with D2 DA receptors that
the chronic MPD exposure resulted in a decrease its neuropil will exhibit a decrease in firing rates to rechallenge
MPD exposure compared to the initial response, respectively.
The overall results of all the PFC neuronal activity with no correlation to the animals’ behavioral response to
chronic MPD exposure demonstrates that some units respond electrophysiologically by increasing their firing
rates and others by decreasing their firing rate. However, when the animals were divided based on their behavioral response to chronic MPD exposure, the majority of the PFC units recorded from behavioral tolerance
animals responded to the drug by attenuation of their neuronal firing rate, following MPD rechallenge at ED10
compared to the activity following the initial MPD exposure at ED1. In contrast, those PFC neurons recorded
from animals expressing behavioral sensitization responded to the drug at ED10 by increasing their firing rates
compared to the initial MPD exposure at ED1. Why do some of the PFC units respond to the same MPD dose by
increased activity and the others by attenuation of their neuronal activity, and why do animals express behavioral tolerance and others behavioral sensitization? These differences may lie in the distribution and density of D1
and D2 receptors within a particular structure [57] [59] [62] [69]. There could also be a dose dependent MPD
exposure relationship of D1 or D2 DA receptor activation. For example, “lower” MPD doses activate mainly the
D1 DA receptors in the PFC, resulting in behavioral sensitization, while higher MPD dose exposure activates
mainly the D2 DA receptors that results in behavioral tolerance, respectively [62] [69]. Intrinsic differences between individual rats, as well as differences between the ratios of D1 or D2 receptors on the neurons that were
recorded will result in PFC different subpopulation response profiles. [2] [70], also another possible interpretation of this observation, in addition to the receptors themselves acting acutely is the role of the vesicular monoamine transporter (VMAT2), an intracellular molecule that stores and facilitates the movement of intracellular
DA in the presynaptic neuron. Its molecular concentration exhibits a transient increase following acute MPD
exposure, possibly explaining the increase in neural activity following acute MPD exposure [63].
When psychostimulants such as MPD are given repeatedly, longer-lasting changes begin to occur. Chronic
psychostimulant administration increases the length of dendrites and branches in PFC neurons [70]-[72], as well
as affects other changes in neuroarchitecture, such as neutropil plasticity and spine morphology [56] [70] It also
elicits an increase in extracellular signal-related kinase (ERK) phosphorylation [73] that increases the levels of
deltaFosB in the nucleus accumbens, and potentially other areas such as the PFC, resulting in an upregulation of
GluR2 AMPA receptor subunits that may contribute to increased excitability in the region [66]. Another molecule that is upregulated by chronic psychostimulant exposure is the cAMP response element binding protein
(CREB), which has been linked with behavioral tolerance [65] [66]. It is likely that these changes in morphology
and molecular transcription factors, as a result of chronic psychostimulant exposure, contribute to the varied results of the experiment, particularly the baseline changes seen and the results following MPD rechallenge at
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ED10. The neuroarchitectural and molecular changes may also result in a change in the DA receptor densities,
with the D2 receptors and CREB upregulation resulting in tolerance in some animals, while in other animals an
increase in the D1 receptors and deltaFosB upregulation resulting in sensitization.
Previous studies [19] [57] of PFC neurons recorded following MPD given by i.v. injections in urethane anesthetized animals resulted in increased PFC neuronal activity. Conversely a selective DA D1 receptor antagonist,
partially prevented the MPD effect, while local MPD application also increased the PFC neuronal activity and
selective DA D1 receptors blocker attenuates this activity. The authors concluded that MPD activated the PFC
firing rate via indirect DA D1 receptor or via indirect activation of DA D2 receptors [19] [57]. [74] recorded
from the PFC in un-anesthetized adult male SD rats and reported that acute low MPD doses elicit excitation
while higher MPD doses suppressed evoked discharges of the PFC neurons. [75] used whole cell patch clamp
recordings from pyramidal PFC neurons in juvenile and adult SD rats reported that 1.0 mg/kg MPD, either a
single dose or chronic, elicits significant depression in juveniles while the same dose exerted excitation in adults.
The present study used different parameters then the cited studies above: 1) unanesthetized adolescents, freely
behaving rats, were used to eliminate interference of anesthesia, which is known to MPD; 2) high impedance
electrodes and recorded from selective (pyramidal) PFC neurons low impedance electrodes from non-selective
neurons were recorded while other studies used; 3) with acute MPD exposure similar observations were reported
while following chronic exposure. The difference may be due to different neurons, different MPD doses, and
route of MPD administration, age, phenotype, and/or drug protocol.
Behaviorally, more rats were sensitized to chronic MPD exposure with doses between 0.6 mg/kg MPD and
2.5 mg/kg MPD exposure, and tolerance was noted in more rats given 10.0 mg/kg MPD exposure. It is possible
that high doses of MPD exposure inhibit mechanisms that begin to dominate the response, causing the PFC to
suppress behavior rather than to stimulate it as we see in the lower doses of MPD. With chronic higher concentrations of MPD treatment, neuropil morphology changes occur such as the decrease in length and the density of
dendrites spines [55] [56] [65]. This neuroplasticity may cause a delay in signal transduction, resulting in less
excitatory firing following MPD exposure i.e., tolerance. Sensitization at lower doses of MPD may be due to the
changes in excitatory D1 receptor density as well as the upregulation of the GluR2 AMPA receptors due to the
increase in deltaFosB that MPD and increases in the neuropil as a result of multiple MPD exposure and when
MPD is given again excitation is exerted i.e., sensitization.

5. Conclusions
Pharmacological, molecular, and morphological studies mentioned earlier [2] [56] [57] [63] [71]-[73] make it
possible to postulate the following mechanism of chronic MPD action. In some animals, the chronic exposure of
the drug activated mainly the D1 DA receptors, triggering an increase in extracellular ERK phosphorylation,
upregulating the transcription factor ∆Fos B, upregulating Glu R2 AMPA, increasing protein synthesis, increasing length and density of dendritic spines which result in more receptors and synapses that are activated by MPD
exposure resulting in increased firing rates and increased locomotor activity, i.e., sensitization is expressed. In
some animals the same drug treatment activated mainly the DA D2 receptors, upregulating the transcription
factor CREB and decreased the neutropil, thus less receptors are activated and those that are activated exhibit a
decrease in their firing rates when rechallenge of the drug is administered and compared to the initial response,
i.e, expression of tolerance. Why some animals and some units expressed sensitization and others’ tolerance
needs to be elucidated.
Thus, we report the novel findings that two subpopulations of MPD response neurons exist in the PFC; some
units express sensitization and others’ tolerance, with the behavioral outcome that some animals demonstrate increased locomotor activity while others demonstrate decreased locomotor activity. Thus, acknowledging the
predominate subpopulation of MPD response neurons in the PFC can predict behavioral outcomes and lead to
therapeutic interventions to prevent addictions.
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